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In this world and the enemy especially, they want you to be a complete slave
without any form of consciousness.

Many erroneously believe they have "Free Will", let alone "Freedom of Choice".
You do not, and it takes a lot of work to reach this level.

The inner "enemy" is real; there is a tendency towards the bottom - something
inside us seeks to never advance spiritually especially when one is new. One has
to fight this and make it understand.

Enemy entities, be these physical agencies or agencies of the enemy or their
physical servants who "run" things, are now the opposite of what it was in the
past: Their mission is to spiritually disconnect you, to make you forget your
origins as a soul, to ruin you, impoverish you spiritually, and take everything away
from you.

Infinite are the ways where the above can happen, but only few are the paths
one can walk to actually ascend.

I've seen people fall for this because of poor convictions, doubt, low willpower,
external events, or infinite amounts of excuses. If you want to fail, they have
ways to give this to you and to take you away from the Gods and down into the
lowest bottomless pit of consciousness.

All these things that one must heal from, the enemy knows how to accelerate:
They are the whisperers of doubt, hate, resentment, and misery.

They will fight you so that you never ascend. Others will do so willingly, and
others unwillingly because of their own ignorance, but in all cases, this factor will
exist. One is therefore initiated on the Warrior Path, not a path of "peace". Every
epic of our ancestors is based on epic battles, there is no "gospel" that preaches
"peace".

Only certain other holy books mention about this subject - the central concept is
war. Tens of thousands of years of Divine Knowledge share this message to
wake you up.

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=413720&sid=3a138892d1255ca7c3bd6d3dcb5e56ac#p413720


And that is because as Heraclitus said "War is the Father of All" - you must want
to fight in order to liberate yourself and your soul. Or one will remain a prisoner
inside the bounds of ignorance.

For our spiritual freedom and liberation, there is a war taking place. We are active
components in this war. The capitulated will never be free. They can expect
nothing.

Those who give up this path, have nothing really to expect. A menial life without
a meaning is ahead of you, and you more than likely know it. You can only delay
this, until this faces you at some point "down" the line.

Opportunities that exist now, are not guaranteed to exist down the line, however.
The JoS is one of these opportunities. Humanity hasn't had one of these for
centuries.

I don't want to wait for centuries, so I took my tasks seriously.

Life will prove to you down the path you just opened a hole in a never ending sea
that constantly refills itself, the sea of ignorance, the drill being yet more excuses
to continue on the path to downwards - a form of drowning.

In this case, we must swim and put our heads above water. It's easy now. A
shore can be reached.

The highest price one pays is the price of ignorance, the price of remaining a
slave and a prisoner.

We fight so that we can be free. We are going to Homer's Ithaca.
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